Toshiba 523 603 723 853 Photocopier Brochure

Speed
Copy, print & network capability – all at
impressively high speed
Speed is essential to business success.
So are the e-STUDIO523/603/723/853.
Equipped with 2 nd generation e-BRIDGE
architecture, their entire systems are
refined and productivity is accelerated to
deliver impressive speeds of 52/60/72/85
ppm respectively.

71 spm at 600 dpi (copy/scan mode) and
83 spm at 300 dpi (scan mode), the
e-STUDIO523/603/723/853 each enable
your office to reap the many benefits of
digitised documents in just a fraction of
the time taken with other MFP’s.

sorting, tab printing, optional stapling,
saddle stitching, hole punching and sheet
insertion, and see the difference it can
make to your communication.

High-volume advantages
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What’s more, the advantage of 2nd
generation e-BRIDGE technology means
the e-STUDIO523/603/723/853 are also
high-speed network ready as standard,
providing further simplicity and efficiency
for each and every member of your team.
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Versatile finishing features
Swift scanning
Another key advantage of the powerful
2 nd generation e-BRIDGE technology is
the realisation of high-speed scanning.
Supporting surprisingly swift scan rates of

Because appearances speak volumes
about your company , the new systems
each offer a range of insertion and
finishing capabilities that make the completed
document appear altogether more
polished. Simply select fr om standard

Equipped with a 100-sheet RADF (Reversing
Automatic Document Feeder) as
standard, the e-STUDIO523/603/723/853
can automatically and continuously feed
up to 2,000 images of original documents
per job, leaving you free to get on with
more profitable activities. What is more,
they also feature reservation capability for
up to 10 separate walk-up jobs and offer –
depending on the model – an ample 5- or
6-way paper supply of up to 7,600 sheets,
including the option of a 4,000-sheet
exter nal Lar ge Capacity Feeder .

Hole Punch Unit

Antenna for Wireless
LAN & Bluetooth
Three different
Finishers available two cascading 2,000sheet trays, multi-staple
for 50 or 100 pages
and complete
Booklet Finishing

Large Capacity
Feeder A4

Inserter Unit
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Printer/Scanner Kit
Printer Kit
Scanner Kit
Expansion Memory
Fax Board
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•
•
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Data Overwrite Kit
Scrambler Board
Parallel Interface Kit
Wireless LAN Module
Bluetooth Module

Brochure

The satisfaction that comes from working
with superior technology
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Toshiba eStudio523 603 723 853 Multifunction Document Management

Document
Manager
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High productivity and reliable performance for fast and
efficient Black-and-White output.
Latest Toshiba e-BRIDGE technology at 52/60/72/85 ppm for
intuitive ease-of-use and outstanding quality in print, scan,
copy and fax.
High-end finishing with 100-sheet stapling, booklet-folding
and post inserter for pre-printed sheets.
Friendly and secure data-handling for reliable centralised
management of document and system access and high
security for stored data.

All models except e-STUDIO523 are Energy Star compliant.

TOSHIBA TEC UK
IMAGING SYSTEMS LTD
ABBEY CLOISTERS, ABBEY GREEN,
CHER TSEY , SURREY , KT16 8RB.
TEL 01932 580100 F AX 01932 580101
WWW.TOSHIBA.CO.UK/IMAGING
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Total confidence born of superb reliability
High-volume, high-speed MFP (MultiFunctional Product) performance used to
go hand in hand with high cost. Now all
that is about to change, with the unveiling
of the new e-STUDIO523/603/723/853 –
The exciting new range of network-ready
MFP’s developed by Toshiba.
Each incorporating advantage of 2nd
generation Toshiba e-BRIDGE technology,
they of fer rapid 52/60/72/85 ppm (pages
per minute) performance while boasting
surprisingly attractive initial costs and
exceptionally low TCO (Total Cost of
Ownership). They also offer a range of
additional functions for dramatically
enhanced security and a selection of
improvements for even more convenient
operation.

Productivity
Toshiba quality
No matter the size of your office. No matter
your speed demands and budget
constraints. If your office has the need for
speed and the ambition to succeed, Toshiba
quality is the answer. New performance.

New reliability. New satisfaction. That’s
Toshiba quality.

Blending new performance, satisfaction
and reliability with 2 nd generation e-BRIDGE
technology, the e-STUDIO523/603/723/853
deliver true Toshiba quality for the office
that seriously means business.

Durability
Extr eme durability, exceptional reliability
Familiarity plays a big part in your team
getting the most out of the of fice MFP . And
because the e-STUDIO523/603/723/853
are each designed for surprisingly long
durability, your staff can come to rely on a
single advanced of fice product and gain a
better understanding of its capabilities for
further refined workflows. Furthermore,
active measures have been built into the
e-STUDIO523/603/723/853 to ensure less
frequent visits by service technicians –
further incr easing uptime and building on
a sense of high-level dependability.

Maximum uptime
At Toshiba, we know how frustrating it can
be to have to stop right in the middle of
an urgent job to replenish toner. That is
why the e-STUDIO523/603/723/853 have
been specially designed to make sure
such a problem never occurs by allowing
toner to be exchanged right in the middle
of a job.

ADU boosts productivity by 100%
The advantage of an ADU (Automatic
Duplex Unit) gives your office the power to
produce dual-sided output, thereby saving
on paper and, of course, cost. In the case
of the new systems, however, advanced
ADU performance also allows you to save
time – pr oducing a 100% boost in productivity
with dual-sided copying and printing that
can be as fast as single-sided output.

Vista compatibility
The new systems are optimised for Windows
Vista. Scanned documents can be saved in
the XPS document format and the additional
XPS printer driver is offering native
support for this file type. Compatibility with
Web services on devices and Plug&Play
simplicity give the new systems enhanced
Vista network connectivity as well.

Improve on office excellence with
Toshiba´s new 2nd generation
e-BRIDGE
First came e-BRIDGE – a unique Toshiba
technology offering the advantage of
integrated copy, print, scan and Internet
fax capabilities through advanced all-inone architecture. Now, with the new
systems, Toshiba is proud to introduce the
2nd generation of this successful technology.
Building on the boost in office productivity,
efficiency and overall performance made
possible by its predecessor, new 2nd
generation e-BRIDGE delivers a significant
acceleration in the processing of concurrent
copy, print, scan and fax tasks while
adding a range of further office capabilities
for closer control and tighter security.
Faster, more secure, but every bit as user
friendly, new 2 nd generation e-BRIDGE
technology can be your key to a whole
new level of success.
e-Filing
The standard e-Filing function (Copy to
Box) simplifies the digitisation of documents
– making them easy to share and ready for
Printing on Demand. The e-Filing function
also offers the same versatility and
convenience when dealing with
optional print, fax and scanning jobs.
Furthermore, the new systems allow data
to be downloaded to any PC in the
network through use of the standard File
Downloader application or TWAIN driver.

Operability
Large, user -friendly LCD touch panel
To ensure optimal user-friendly operation,
the e-STUDIO523/603/723/853 each
feature a large 1/2 VGA-size LCD touch
panel with large, easy-to-see buttons.
What is more, simple operation is also
assisted with a set of easily recognised
icons and a full QWERTY on-screen
keyboard.

Easy access Template
Speed up repeated processes with the
easy-to-use template function. It allows
you to store frequently used settings, such
as r esolution, r ecipient addr ess and finishing
options for further efficiency during scan,
copy and fax jobs. Individualise your User
Interface with up to 200 groups of
60 templates each.

Security
HDD encryption & overwriting
Enabling your organisation to find a
balance between accessibility and data
safety, the e-STUDIO523/603/723/853
offer a range of security management
functions to meet all kinds of user
demands.
With case-sensitive alphanumeric
password selection and a 10-digit
Administra tor password, while Scrambler
Board encryption and HDD overwrite
capability are available as options.
These enable you to guard against data
interception or erase it without a trace
after use. Furthermore, functionality can
also be limited to require prior approval.

Leasing options in London

020 7635-5252

PDF encrypted
The Scan function in the new systems
allows the creation of PDF files
protected by password and encrypted
with 40- or 128-bit keys. This means
highlevel security for sensitive PDF
documents.

